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Abstract
ECSEL projects open new paths in the European collaborative landscape enabling Full Value chains and
increasing communication between technology and application.
OCEAN12 and REFERENCE tackle the challenges of Smart Mobility and communication using the RFSOI
and FDSOI technologies.
With 28 European partners OCEAN12 aims to answer the energetic challenge of Autonomous Driving by
offering a palate of FDSOI based energy efficient solutions integrated from the substrate to components and
systems. Real case demonstrators such as "Always-on wake-up systems", "mm-Wave radar SoCs" and
"high performance Neural processors for edge computing" are developed on FDSOI making a link between
application needs and technology disruption. Electronic components already represent an important vector of
valorization and differentiation for the automotive industry but increased autonomy levels will require a very
strong build-up of computational capacities. Following this trend a fully autonomous car would require a
power consumption equivalent to that of more than 50 computers running continuously. The power
consumption of these components becomes a key element in the choice of technologies.
With 16 partners REFERENCE ambitions to demonstrate sustainable Radio Frequency SOI technology
platforms (RFSOI and FDSOI) to cover the frequency range from 0.7GHz to more than 100GHz, and to
demonstrate the technical superiority of SOI when combining large scale integration, low power
consumption, cost competitiveness and higher reliability; thus, resulting in high volume production of trusted
components with low environmental impact in Europe.
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Abstract
5G is on a quest to transform connectivity and change network deployment strategies in a profound way, e.g.
by the introduction of mm-waves, much lower latency, and spatial filtering. Given the advent of new NR
bands beyond 20GHz and more spectrum to follow in new band ranges, commercial radio variants are facing
a new level of diversity. To provide attractive market offerings, a combination of multiband techniques and
flexible architectures must be further developed. In parallel, the rise of massive MIMO functionality enhances
the need for integration and scalability. This TechARENA presentation highlights some of these challenges
related to the radio building practice, antenna integration, and commercial deployment.
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Abstract
Wireless technologies, in particular 5G, are perceived as reaching a high level of maturity. Therefore, it
appears as if there is not much room for research anymore. Nothing is less true. There are still a vast
number of topics that require further investigation as well as many new wireless research areas that are
opened due to advances in various technologies.
The use cases are well known: ubiquitous sensors, access to broadband and media everywhere, smart
vehicles and transportation systems, critical control of remote devices, human-IoT interaction, infrastructure
monitoring and control, etc. These have dictated the challenges for the future 5G infrastructure: orders of
magnitude improvements of access network capacity, per-user data rates, latency, and energy consumption,
in conjunction with high reliability and security. Beyond 5G, new paradigms, applications and application
domains are envisaged, requiring technologies that push the boundaries.
In this talk, we will present the wireless research challenges that lie ahead, and the way the Center for
Wireless Technology Eindhoven (CWTe) intends to contribute to this.
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Abstract
The traffic in today’s networks, 4G, 5G, mobile or otherwise, seems to be following nicely the exponential
expectations projected each year. On the one hand, this is driven by and drives further CMOS scaling for the
digital processing of information; on the other hand, this has pushed communication channels to use ever
wider bandwidths. Unfortunately, not only the individual endpoint throughputs are increasing, but the amount
of endpoints and their capabilities is skyrocketing as well. Moreover, capacity as a KPI is being
complemented by reliability and latency as use-cases branch out beyond the traditional human-centric
communications and entertainment into e.g. industrial automation, AR/VR and autonomous vehicles.
This is creating a perfect storm at the interface of the analog and digital world, where traditional scaling does
not necessarily buy you performance; physical dimensions are dictated not by atom sizes but by quarterwavelengths of one kind or another; and speeds seem to all be converging at a point where switching
frequencies venture far into the super-100GHz territory. For the first time in history, this is true for chip-tochip, board-to-board, rack-to-rack, datacenter-to-datacenter, fiber and mobile wireless access systems.
Across the design space, this (finally!) has generated renewed interested into solution spaces that are less
obvious, or were considered distinctly niche only a couple years ago. We take a look at how we can tackle
this, not only from an RFIC circuit design space, but also how new network capacity, reliability and latency
requirements can drive technology choices for the next 10 years. This includes novel design and integration
options for III-V, more exotic telluride and graphene approaches, but also dielectrics, ceramics and
nanostructured materials.
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Abstract
The telecom infrastructure market has not moved much in the past decade interms of the value of operators’
investments. Customer pricing also keeps decreasing, and building new infrastructure keeps showing
smaller and smaller returns on investments for telecom operators. In this context, an attempt to create new
markets and enlarge operators’ reach to customers beyond hand sets created 5G.
The global landscape at network level will not move much before 2025. But it will definitely change in terms
of technology and antenna systems, thus completely restructuring the radiofrequency (RF) component
industry. On one hand frequencies are going from less than 3 GHzto up to 6 GHz for macro deployments,
while small cells exploit millimetre-wavelengths (mm-waves). Meanwhile RF line power levels in front-ends
will decrease from a few hundred watts to down to a few watts in macro site antenna systems, thanks to
massive MIMO and active antenna systems implementation.
At Hand set level, the main phone manufacturers differentiate from each other on the RF field by adopting
either an integrated or a discrete approach. The market leaders Samsung, Apple, as well as smaller OEMs
such as Sony, LG, Google or ZTE are moving towards integration using complex RF modules from
Broadcom, Skyworks, Qorvo, Qualcomm and Murata, while the markets challengers, Huawei, Xiaomi, Oppo
and Vivo, which drive as much volume as the market leaders, differentiate by favouring a discrete approach
whenever possible.
In our presentation, we will review how 5G is reshaping the RF Front-End industry. We will explain the
positioning of the main component and module suppliers and review the technology mix needed to support
5G (Bulk Silicon, SiGe, GaAs, RFSOI, GaN,…) both at Telecom Infrastructure level and Hand set level.
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